ISRAEL STATISTICS

8.17 MILLION PEOPLE

20,770 SQUARE KILOMETERS
A LITTLE BIGGER THAN NEW JERSEY

PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY CURRENTLY LED BY THE LIKUD PARTY AND PRIME MINISTER BENJAMIN NETANYAHU

$34,800 GDP PER CAPITA

11% UNEMPLOYMENT FOR AGES 15-24
90th IN THE WORLD

1.53% POPULATION GROWTH RATE
78th HIGHEST IN THE WORLD

ETHNO-RELIGIOUS GROUPS:
6.11M JEWS (75%)
1.44M MUSLIMS (18%)
163,000 CHRISTIANS
131,000 DRUZE
327,000 OTHER

COMMON NATIVE LANGUAGES:
HEBREW (49%) YIDDISH (2%)
ARABIC (18%) FRENCH (2%)
RUSSIAN (15%) ENGLISH (2%)
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